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GAS-light 

 

Welcome to this sixth edition of GAS-light, the Guildford Astronomical Society newsletter 
aimed at keeping us linked closer together as a society during COVID lockdown and its 
aftermath. 

As COVID vaccine is being progressively rolled out, the first signs of spring are visible and the 
“Galaxy Season” is almost here - things are beginning to perk up.   You should also have 
noticed that we’ve commenced twice-monthly talks on Zoom and if you miss these “live” they 
are recorded and available to watch later on YouTube. 

The greatest excitement for many astronomers in the last couple of months have been the 
arrival in orbit around Mars of the UAE Hope probe (a notable achievement for the UAE) and, 
of course, the successful landing of NASA’s Perseverance rover on Mars’ surface along with 
images both of its descent and the terrain it is starting to explore.   Nail-biting stuff during the 
final phase of the landing but a stunning tribute to careful planning and teamwork at its very 
best.  

In this edition we celebrate some of the celestial jewels of the Messier catalogue, identify 
limits to our observations and begin to discover our origins as stardust. 

Please feel free to contribute text or images to future editions so we can keep this up (and see 
the footnote below 1).  Don’t feel shy or diffident – I’ll happily accept (almost) anything that 
might be interest to GAS members and my editing pencil is blunt and rarely used. 

Meanwhile, continue to keep safe, wear your masks as appropriate, look up, “clear skies” and 
Carpe Noctem. 

Nick Tanton (editor) 

 

 

1  Three simple rules – politeness, acknowledge all references & any copyright and no politics.  Oh and, like 
the Spanish Inquisition, there’s a fourth - the editor’s decision is final. 

Please send text as Word documents and images as .jpg or .tiff to the editor at  
nick.tanton@btinternet.com 

April 2021 
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The Messier Open Clusters in Auriga 

By Martin Baker 

The constellation of Auriga is currently sitting in the South West sky. Easily found by its bright 
star Capella 

Among its deep sky occupants which include the Flaming Star nebula (Caldwell C31 / IC405) 
and the Tadpoles nebula (IC410) are three Messier objects. Namely open clusters M36, M37 & 
M38. 

 

 

 

M36 and M38 were both discovered by Guillaume Le Gentil in 1749, Charles Messier 
discovered M37 in 1764 and incorporated all of them in his catalogue. 
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Here are some images I’ve taken of the clusters over the last few weeks. 

M36 about 3,900 light years away and contains 60 or so stars. It’s about 14 light years across. 

 

Not a great imaging sky for this one, and I only managed around a total of 15mins per RGB 
channel before the high mist and fingers of cloud came back. 
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M37 is about 4,200 light years away and comprises around 150 stars. The largest of the three 
clusters at about 25 light years across.  

 

This is also from a total of about 15mins per RGB channel. 
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M38 is around 3,900 light years away, with around 100 member stars and a size of about 25 
light years. M38 has a companion cluster, NGC1907 to its left in this image. This one is a bit 
further out at 4,200 light years and is reported as containing 40 or so stars. 

 

This image is from a total of 30mins per RGB channel. 

All three of these images were taken from my home at Sandhurst using 30s subs and with 
darks and flat calibration frames.  

Equipment:  

William Optics FLT98, focal length 617mm 
QHY163 CMOS Mono cooled camera, with OAG, giving a field of view of about 1.5 x 1 
degrees. 
Baader RGB filters. Stellar Drive NEQ6 mount. 

Software:  

N.I.N.A with EQMOD for image capture and control 
Stellarium planetarium. PHD2 guiding. 
Processed with PixInsight 
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Finding your horizon 

by Nick Tanton 

If you have a permanent or favourite place from which to observe (a patio, the lawn or even 
an observatory) it helps to know if you’ll be able to see that planet/star/galaxy ... from that 
place tonight.  Perhaps a neighbouring tree or chimney is in the way and you wonder if or 
when you’ll be able to see the object of interest.  Will it rise above the roof of your 
neighbour’s house ?  If so, at what time ?    

Estimating altitude angle by eye is a dark art (even in the light).  Here’s a simple and accurate 
method I’ve used to determine my effective horizon as I sweep the skies; it uses your 
telescope so reduces potential error – what you see is what you’ll get.   

My first ‘scope was a Newtonian; to maintain collimation I bought a laser collimator which fits 
in the eyepiece holder.  I sold the ‘scope, moved on to refractors but retained the collimator. 

With the ‘scope on its mount and the 
objective end-cap removed, replace the 
eyepiece 2 with the collimator.   

At this stage don’t turn the collimator laser on.  
Adjust the mount so that the ‘scope is pointing 
more-or-less to the “object-in-question”. 
If this is done at dusk you may be able to see 
the o-i-q in your finder.  With a Go-To mount 
and using the “paddle” controls set the 
slewing to a reasonably fast rate 3.   
 

Check that you can see or hear no low-flying aircraft/helicopters (and see my final paragraph).  
If there are none turn on the laser and adjust the mount so that the red-spot is just visible at 
the highest point of the o-i-q.  Turn off the laser and record the current altitude and azimuth 
of the mount 4.    

Unless you’re an anomolous trichromat you should  
have no difficulty seeing the red spot in the trees 
and shrubs or on the edge of roofs and other built  
structures.     

Repeat the process for any other objects that   
might impede your all-round view and plot them  
for future reference.    If you’ve got an observatory  
the walls will also limit how low an altitude you can  
view in practice;  measure the corners and middle  

 
2  If your ‘scope is fitted for imaging, replace the camera and any filter wheel with an eyepiece holder. 

3  This is slightly fiddlier if you have a GEM mount than it is with an Alt-Az mount. 

4  If your mount is manual use a digital level and a compass (or the same functions on a modern phone). 

Laser collimator 
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of each wall and include those features too.   
This whole process can be performed just before dusk or on a cloudy dry (if not misty) night. 

 
The plot on the left shows the 
approximate constraints for 
my observatory and adjacent 
trees (the trees are shown in 
green and the corners of the 
cold-room are indicated by 
the vertical lines). 

 

 

 

Some planetarium/mount-control tools (e.g. Stellarium, EQMOD and TheSkyX) allow you to 
set custom altitude limits using the 
values you’ve recorded.  This helps 
with planning your viewing and may be 
used by the application to warn you if 
you’re trying to view something 
outside those limits.  

To the right is the custom horizon tool 
in TheSkyX showing a horizon similar to 
my own set-up.  In this case any 
command to slew to an astronomical 
object which is currently positioned in 
the grey area will elicit a warning to 
the user. 

The technique works with refractors of short and long focal lengths.  It will also work with an 
SCT and Cassegrain or Dall-Kirkham reflectors.  For a Newtonian reflector however you will 
need to fit the collimator to a guidescope or to the rings and allow for the fact that the laser 
beam is not exactly along the axis of the main ‘scope. 

A gentle word of warning - the collimator shown above is typical of such devices and uses a 
Class 2 laser (<1 mW),  i.e. it has less power than a typical lecture-theatre pointing device.  
Needless to say, even at these low powers, care should be taken to avoid looking into the 
beam directly, although your blink and head-aversion reflex  will naturally protect against 
accidental exposure.  The Federation of Astronomical Societies (FAS) has useful guidance 
about the use of laser pointers for astronomical outreach which is worth reading – if you’re 
interested in this guidance ask either Martin or myself .   

Most importantly though, check that you can see or hear no low-flying aircraft/helicopters 
(you can also use the app Flightradar24) and for obvious reasons this technique shouldn’t be 
used if you’re very close to an active airport or airfield. 
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Astronomy – A GASlight Jotting    …  Part 1 

It’s Elemental !  (With apologies to Sir Arthur Conan-Doyle) 

by Andy Andrews 

I am sure Holmes and Watson would have been fascinated by the story – and deep mystery – 
of the elements.  After all, the story had its beginnings with the ancient Greeks, got into its 
stride in the 18th and 19th Centuries, yet had to wait until the 1950s for Fred Hoyle and others 
to finally make some of the key cases for the prosecution.  Today the story is thought to be 
reasonably complete but, as in much of science, many details are still the subject of intense 
research.  Indeed, some very recent discoveries are adding at least one new chapter. 

The mystery itself can be easily summarised: “When the Universe began it comprised just one 
element – hydrogen – but now there are 92 of them.  How did that happen?  When, where 
and how did the ‘extra’ 91 come about? 

As mentioned above, the answers to these questions have taken a long time to unravel; there 
have been many false starts and dead ends, and it turns out that many elements can be 
formed by more than one route or mechanism.  If you are an expert in cosmology or nuclear 
physics then this article is not for you.  But, if you are an enthusiastic amateur astronomer, 
you should find enough here to give you a fair overview of this fascinating story and, 
hopefully, the desire to find out more. 

In this first part the scene is set by looking at some basic physics and essential nomenclature, 
before turning to how the first and lightest elements come into being. 

The Basics 

We understand now that all elements are composed of atoms which in turn are made of 
protons (p), neutrons (n) and electrons (e).  Protons have positive charges and electrons have 
equal and opposite negative charges; neutrons as their name suggests, have no charge.  While 
electrons rule supreme in the world of chemistry and biology - where atoms join together to 
make complex molecules - they are largely incidental to the formation of the elements 
themselves, and can safely be ignored in this discussion.  By convention, protons have a mass 
of 1, as do neutrons.  Electrons are too light to matter. 

It took a long time to work out how atoms were structured.  In the beginning atoms were 
assumed to be like miniature ball bearings but research showed this to be false, with them 
being mainly empty space.  These days it is convenient to view atoms as miniature solar 
systems.  At the centre is the nucleus (‘the Sun’) which comprises protons and neutrons, and 
surrounding this is a cloud of rapidly orbiting electrons (‘the Planets’).  Because the number of 
protons and electrons are equal (and of opposite charge), atoms are usually electrically 
neutral overall.  However, at high temperatures (ie high energies) electrons can be detached 
leaving behind positively charged ions.  In the case of a single hydrogen atom ionisation would 
be represented as: 

H ↔ H+ + e-  The double-ended arrow indicates that the ionisation is reversible. 
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The number of protons in an element’s nucleus is called its Atomic Number.  Hydrogen has 
just 1, helium has 2, lithium has 3, and so on up to uranium which has 92.  Protons, with their 
powerful positive charges, repel each other very strongly so, left to themselves, two or more 
protons in a nucleus would do their best to blow themselves apart.  Clearly the stuff that 
people and pebbles on the beach are made of doesn’t constantly blow itself apart, so 
something very powerful must be at work in nuclei to prevent such self-destruction.   

That ‘something’ has broadly two components: First, there are usually a number of neutrons 
around and these create a certain amount of space between the protons, increasing their 
separation and slightly reducing the repulsive forces.  Second, there is the strong nuclear force 
which, despite only acting over incredibly small distances, binds the protons and neutrons 
together.  Thus neutrons and this nuclear force act together as a kind of nuclear superglue.  
Their combination is not infallible though and, as we shall see later, there are several ways 
that nuclei can break apart or rearrange themselves. 

Because hydrogen has only one proton it doesn’t ‘need’ any neutrons to hold it together, but 
it can happily accept one or two to form the isotopes deuterium or tritium respectively.  These 
are both forms of hydrogen (because there is only one proton in each nucleus) but they have 
different Mass Numbers.  Deuterium has Mass Number 2 (1p +1n) while tritium has Mass 
Number 3 (1p +2n). 

Here, hydrogen usefully illustrates the much wider point that all elements can and do form 
isotopes.  For example, carbon has about thirteen.  However, most of these are radioactive 
and decay into something else (failure of the superglue?).  It is carbon-12 (6p + 6n) that is 
totally stable and therefore around to produce useful things like diamonds, polythene and, 
more importantly, sugar for cakes and biscuits. 

As mentioned above, the second heaviest element, helium, has two protons.  It too can form a 
number of isotopes but it is helium-4 (2p + 2n) that predominates in nature.  As we will 
discover, most of the helium we know today was formed shortly after the Big Bang, so has 
been around since the beginning of time itself.  Its uses in the modern world range from the 
sublime (as primary coolant in MRI scanners) to the ridiculous (party balloons, for heaven’s 
sake).  This latter point is not at all frivolous; the world’s supply of helium is finite and 
beginning to run out.  It’s a crime to waste it. 

We will not review all the elements here but jump instead to the other end of the scale to the 
heaviest naturally-occurring element.  Uranium has 92 protons and its commonest isotope has 
146 neutrons to help keep it stable, giving it a Mass Number of 238.  Here, the term ‘stable’ is 
only relative; over hundreds of millions of years even U-238 very slowly undergoes radioactive 
decay and, by a very tortuous route of intermediate steps, eventually ends up as the slightly 
less massive element 82, lead. 

Today, well over 3,000 isotopes are currently known for our 92 elements although only 330 or 
so are described as ‘stable’; all the rest are radioactive, decaying steadily away at widely 
differing rates.  The term half-life is used to describe the time it takes for decay to take place.  
It is an important concept, as we will see later, and worth explaining in a little more detail.   
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Let us suppose we start an experiment with, say, 128 atoms of a radioactive isotope that has a 
half-life of, say, 1 month.  It means that after 1 month half of the atoms (64) will have decayed 
leaving just 64 remaining; after another month half of these will have decayed, leaving just 32; 
and after another month half of these will have gone, leaving 16.  In the following months the 
number of atoms remaining will drop to 8, 4, 2, 1, halving every time until none remain.  (See 
Note 1) 

We can look at this arithmetic from a slightly different viewpoint: After 1 month 50% will have 
gone, and after 2 months 75% will have gone (half + half of a half).  In successive months the 
amount lost will increase to 88% (3m), 93% (4m), 97% (5m), 98% (6m) and 99% (7m).   

In this ‘experiment’ I chose a random number of atoms at the start and made a random choice 
of half-life: I could have chosen anything because the half-life rule is universal and applies to 
all isotopes and all starting amounts.  This means that, irrespective which isotope and quantity 
you start with, after seven half-lives ~99% of it will have gone.   

A few paragraphs ago I mentioned the decay of U-238.  For U-238 to end up as lead each 
intermediate step must involve a different radioactive isotope, and each of these will have its 
own unique half-life.  Some half-lives will be very short – perhaps measured in milliseconds – 
while others could easily be hundreds of thousands of years.  Complicated?  Yes.  No wonder it 
has taken a long time to begin to sort it out. 

The Earliest Elements 

Soon after the universe began the stuff it was made of – quarks and photons, for example – 
cooled enough to form the first hydrogen nuclei (protons) and neutrons.  At a temperature of 
billions od degrees these were moving at extraordinary speeds.  It was also very dense so that 
the distances between protons were very small.  Surely these conditions would have enabled 
large numbers of protons to collide and fuse with each other and, potentially, begin the 
process of making heavier elements? 

Well, yes, protons did indeed collide.  But collisions are not necessarily of the right kind.  Being 
positively charged, protons will repel each other with the repulsion increasing rapidly as they 
get closer together.  If their collision energies are not high enough they will simply bounce off 
in opposite directions.  On the other hand, if the collision energies are too high, the protons 
can knock each other to pieces, in much the same way as the Large Hadron Collider manages 
to do today, probably recreating some of their constituent quarks in the process.  Also, many 
collisions will be merely glancing blows and similarly ineffective. 

But, in spite of these constraints, there was a kind of Goldilocks time in the early universe, 
where the protons’ energies were just about right, enabling them to collide and, with the 
assistance of passing neutrons acting like atomic marriage guidance counsellors, fuse together 
to produce the next heaviest element, helium.   

In truth, the role of neutrons is very much understated in this description.  It has been implied 
above that getting proton-proton reactions to work is potentially very difficult.  Would it be 
easier, it was asked, for a proton-neutron reaction to take place first, creating deuterium as an 
intermediate step (1p+1n).  And would it then be reasonably easy for a deuterium-proton 
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reaction to take place, forming helium-3 (2p+1n).  The answer to both these questions is yes, 
and it was also possible for additional interactions to take place, some involving tritium.   

A very much simplified description follows: 

 
p + n ⟶ D + γ  formation of deuterium and a gamma ray 

p + D ⟶ He-3 + γ  deuterium converted to He-3 and a gamma ray 

D + D ⟶ He-3 + n  alternative route for He-3 production 

D + D ⟶ T + p  tritium formed 

He-3 + D ⟶ He-4 + p principal route for He-4 production 

T + D ⟶ He-4 + n  alternative route for He-4 production 
 

 

This is quite a busy set of reactions but, overall, protons and neutrons are the main inputs at 
the top and helium-4 is the main output at the bottom.  Along the way protons and neutrons 
are formed as by-products, able to go round the cycle multiple times.  By similar interactions 
minute amounts of element 3, lithium, and element 4, beryllium, were also formed. 

The creation of new elements was under way.   

But no condition is permanent.  The universe was changing fast and by the time it was about 
ten minutes old it had expanded and cooled significantly.  The expansion meant that the 
average distances between the unreacted protons and neutrons increased significantly, and 
the lower temperatures meant that fewer and fewer protons and neutrons had enough 
collision energy to fuse anyway.  Moreover, ‘free’ neutrons – by which I mean neutrons not 
contained inside a nucleus – undergo their own decay with a half-life of about nine minutes.  
So the number available to react with protons was also dropping fast. 

These three factors combined to ensure that the time of Goldilocks was over and the creation 
of new elements came to an abrupt halt.   

At this point the universe was ~92% hydrogen atoms and ~8% helium atoms with less than 
0.00001% of everything else.  You may have read that the early universe contained about 25% 
helium and will therefore be wondering why there is a difference.  It arises because each 
helium atom is about 4 times more massive than a hydrogen atom so by mass the universe is 
indeed roughly 25% helium. 

In passing we should note that tritium is radioactive with a half-life of ~12 years, decaying into 
helium-3.  Thus any unreacted tritium at the end of Goldilocks time was effectively gone 
within 100 years.  By contrast, deuterium and helium-3 are stable and so form part of the 
“everything else”. 
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The post-Goldilocks scenario 

Some early cosmologists and other theoretical physicists believed that during the first few 
seconds and minutes of the universe it would have been so hot and so small that all energy 
and matter would have very quickly reached a kind of equilibrium, becoming totally 
‘smoothed out’.  This state is said to be ‘isotropic’, meaning the same in every direction.   

For an analogy think about dropping a spoonful of icing sugar into a pan of boiling water.  The 
temperature, turbulence, and rapid motion of individual molecules would ensure the sugar 
dissolves and becomes totally and evenly dispersed throughout the pan within a second or 
two. 

If the scientists had been right about isotropy the post-Goldilocks universe of 92% hydrogen 
and 8% helium would have continued to expand just as it was, a cooling cloud of gas with no 
structure, its form and composition frozen for ever.  Today there would be no dust clouds, no 
galaxies, no stars, no elements critical for life – and certainly no people.  The universe would 
be very cold and utterly dark. 

Fortunately for us, those theorists were wrong about the early universe being isotropic.  What 
happened instead, and how the creation of the elements was able to continue will be the 
subject of the next thrilling instalment.  Time now for a pause wherein Holmes can smoke his 
pipe and play his violin… 

Note 1.  While it is useful to use a precise number of atoms in an example like this, it should 
not be forgotten that decay is a random statistical process.  It tells us nothing about what an 
individual atom will do or when.  It tells us only what atoms do on average.  A bit like Premium 
Bonds in fact. 

 
… to be continued  
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Nova V1405 Cas 

by Nick Tanton  

You may have heard that a nova was observed in Cassiopeia on 18 March in Japan by Yuji 
Nakamura.  Initially labelled Nova Cas 2021, it is now designated V1405 Cas and its position 
(RA 23 24' 47.6"  Dec +61 11' 14.0") precisely coincides with that of the W UMa-type eclipsing 
variable star CzeV3217 at a distance of about 5,500 light years from us.  

In a very brief gap in the clouds on 23rd March I just managed to capture 4 usable 30s 
luminance lights of which this is the calibrated, stacked and cropped result. 

V1405 Cas is in the centre with HIP115566 (mag +8.9) the brightish star to its south west. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Capture details : 

AA 115 ED triplet refractor, Baader filter, Atik 460ex camera 

4 x 30s Luminance lights, captured in N.I.N.A., processed in PixInsight  
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Meanwhile at z=0 

Gordon Joy has made further progress on his observatory.  

 

GAS Light and feedback 
This and previous editions of GAS Light are available on the GAS website under the Resources 
tab. 

I hope you’re enjoying reading GAS Light - your candid comments, constructive feedback, 
suggestions and, especially, contributions will be greatly appreciated.   

Please step forward to contribute and don’t be shy – a paragraph or two will always be 
gratefully welcomed - it doesn’t have to be polished prose.  This’ll help ensure that the 
content covers a wide range of astronomical topics and so reflect the interests of you all. 

Nick Tanton - editor  

President of GAS 


